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1 - 1st Chapter

Tenchi was walking around the garden to make sure Raoki hadn't munched on the vegetables..
Tenchi made sure every crop was okay and went inside. Sasami was cooking dinner as usual and
Raoko, and ayame were running up to Tenchi full speed fighting each other. Then KABOOM! They fell
into a huge dustcloudy circle and rolled over Tenchi. And you can guess that Tenchi was flatter than a
pancake.
Funny huh. Uhgggggg, moaned Tenchi "NEXT TIME DON'T MAKE ME TRIP!" yelled Roako.
"You WERE THE ONE WHO MADE ME TRIP!" yelled Ayame.
"well if you guys stop fighting maybe...." Booom!!!!! A huge Demon blew a hole in the house!! What will
happen to Tenchi and his friends???
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~
Sorry thats all i can write for now!



2 - Huge Demon!

Tenchi was shocked and paralyzed!!
The girls were scared and no one knew what to do!!
Just then Washu came in with a mondo Bazooka.
"hey don't mess with my family!!" Washu screamed at the demon.
Ka boooooooooooooom!!!!! She fired at the monster it didn't work.
"oh no" she thought. "Kiiiiieeeeeeeeeeeaaaaa" Screamed the demon..
It shot a energy blast at ayame, sasami, Tenchi, and Ryoko.
"Ahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh" they all screamed.all except Tenchi...
He was now glowing Silver, not to mention he had a jewel growing out of his head. "What is happening
to Tenchi!!" screamed Ayame and Ryoko.
Just then a shot of golden light came out of Tenchi's hand and pinned the monster to the wall.
Gttttttaaaarrrlllll" growled the monster.
Washu ran up and took a jewel out of the monsters leg.
"Kiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiieeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee" screamed the monster in pain. "It seems that if you
take the jewels out of its body it will become weak enough to be defeated!" said Washu scientificly.
"But how are we going to keep it from breaking off of the wall where it is pinned?" asked Ryoko. easy if
Tenchi keeps that light up long enough we can take enough Jewels off to make him so weak it cannot
stand!

________________________________________________________________________________

Okay someone comment here!!!!!
I know its not good yet but i'm doing my best okay!
Well C U later
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